A Note on Using High-performance Embedded Workshop
--With the Syntax of Build Options for Custom Build Phases--

Please take note of the following problem in using High-performance Embedded Workshop:

- With the syntax of build options for custom build phases

High-performance Embedded Workshop is bundled with the compilers and other software products that it manages.

1. Product and Versions Concerned
   All the versions of High-performance Embedded Workshop up to V.4.04.01

2. Description
   Depending on the syntax of the command options typed in the build options dialog box for custom build phases, High-performance Embedded Workshop may not be exited.

   To open the build options dialog box for custom build phases, open the Build menu and click the name of the custom build phase.

2.1 Conditions
   This problem occurs if the syntax of build options satisfies either of the following:
   (1) An opening quotation mark (") does not have the corresponding closing quotation mark (").
       Example: "$(FULLFILE)"
   (2) An opening bracket ([) does not have the corresponding closing bracket (]).
3. Workarounds
(1) If you define the opening quotation mark in the syntax of build options, also define the closing quotation mark.
(2) If you define the opening bracket in the syntax of build options, also define the closing bracket.

4. Schedule of Fixing the Problem
We plan to fix this problem in the next release of the product.
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